Different setup errors assessed by weekly cone-beam computed tomography on different registration in nasopharyngeal carcinoma treated with intensity-modulated radiation therapy
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Abstract: The study aimed to investigate the difference of setup errors on different registration in the treatment of nasopharyngeal carcinoma based on weekly cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT). Thirty nasopharyngeal cancer patients scheduled to undergo intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) were prospectively enrolled in the study. Each patient had a weekly CBCT before radiation therapy. In the entire study, 201 CBCT scans were obtained. The scans were registered to the planning CT to determine the difference of setup errors on different registration sites. Different registration sites were represented by bony landmarks. Nasal septum and pterygoid process represent head, cervical vertebrae 1–3 represent upper neck, and cervical vertebrae 4–6 represent lower neck. Patient positioning errors were recorded in the right–left (RL), superior–inferior (SI), and anterior–posterior (AP) directions over the course of radiotherapy. Planning target volume margins were calculated from the systematic and random errors. In this study, we can make a conclusion that there are setup errors in RL, SI, and AP directions of nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients undergoing IMRT. In addition, the head and neck setup error has the difference, with statistical significance, while patient setup error of neck is greater than that of head during the course of radiotherapy. In our institution, we recommend a planning target volume margin of 3.0 mm in RL direction, 1.3 mm in SI direction, and 2.6 mm in AP direction for nasopharyngeal cancer patients undergoing IMRT with weekly CBCT scans.
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Introduction

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is very common, especially, in the Southern China. Because NPC has critical structures adjacent to the tumor with high radiation sensitivity, radiation therapy (RT) remains the primary treatment modality for the locoregionally confined disease. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is an advanced accurate radiotherapy technology. Recently, IMRT has become widely adopted in the treatment of NPC patients because of its ability to provide more conformal dose distributions with sharp dose gradients and to spare the surrounding organs at risk (OARs). For these advantages, it may achieve excellent local control and decrease toxicity, which will definitely improve the quality of life in patients.1–3 However, geometry and anatomic changes throughout the RT treatment course have limited the clinical benefits of IMRT.4 Some authors have reported that patients with head and neck cancer would undergo significant anatomical changes throughout a 6- to 7-week
treatment course, which may be due to tumor shrinkage, weight loss, and changes of soft tissue.\textsuperscript{5,6}

In recent years, several three-dimensional (3D) imaging techniques have been introduced to obtain patient’s setup errors including kilovoltage (kV) and megavoltage cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT). On-board CBCT has been adopted to resolve the critical aspects of IMRT.\textsuperscript{7–9} The CBCT using a kV imaging system mounted on a linear accelerator has become an important technique for registering patient’s setup errors.\textsuperscript{10} CBCT could minimize the systematic and random errors through offline analysis and online correction and improve the accuracy of radiotherapy; thus, we can accurately deliver radiation doses to the targets, meanwhile, protecting the surrounding normal tissue. The changes of different anatomic sites are different during the course of radiotherapy, which may not equally cause the setup errors; therefore, the security boundary setting should also be different.

Many researchers\textsuperscript{11} had reported the position errors during the course of the image-guided IMRT for head and neck cancer and determined the planning target volume (PTV) margins (MPTV) according to different position errors of each unit through the online correction or offline analysis. Mongiò et al\textsuperscript{12} analyzed the systematic and random interfractional setup errors during IMRT in 20 NPC patients by means of Electronic Portal Images Device to define appropriate PTV. A total of 578 clinical images were analyzed. Phantom data showed that the system could correct shifts with an accuracy of 1 mm, and they came to the conclusion that the PTV margin was at least 3.4 mm, 3 mm, and 3.2 mm for right–left (RL), superior–inferior (SI), and anterior–posterior (AP) directions, respectively. In a report, Wang et al\textsuperscript{13} evaluated the setup errors by using CBCT from 22 patients undergoing IMRT for NPC and found the precorrection systematic errors ranged from 1.1 mm to 1.3 mm, and the random errors were also 1.1–1.3 mm. After online correction, the systematic and random errors were 0.4–0.5 mm and 0.7–0.8 mm, respectively, in the three directions. The PTV margins for precorrection, pretreatment, and posttreatment positions were 3.5–4.2 mm, 1.6–1.8 mm, and 2.5–3.2 mm, respectively. The results showed that the CBCT-based online correction of setup errors increased the accuracy of IMRT for NPC and reduced irradiated margins by reducing the systematic error and random error at the same time. Wang et al\textsuperscript{14} obtained a total of 754 kV CBCT scanning images from 22 patients with NPC during fractionated radiotherapy, analyzed the obtained data offline, then calculated setup errors and the PTV boundary. They carried out a total of 505 scans beforeouch correction; the detection rates of setup errors ≤2 mm were 76.4% in RL direction, 76% in SI direction, and 85.7% in AP direction. Also, they carried out a total of 106 scans after correction. The detection rates were 97.2%, 97.2%, and 100% in RL, SI, and AP directions, respectively. And a total of 143 scans were obtained after the treatment. The detection rates were 87.4%, 87.6%, and 90% in RL, SI, and AP directions, respectively. The overall setup errors were (0.7±1.6) mm, (–0.7±1.8) mm, and (0.3±1.7) mm in the RL, SI, and AP directions, respectively, before correction and (0.4±0.8) mm, (0.3±0.8) mm, and (0±0.7) mm, respectively, after correction, and they became (0.2±1.2) mm, (0.3±1.3) mm, and (0.1±1.1) mm, respectively, after treatment. The maximum boundary of PTV was 4 mm before correction and 2.1 mm after correction. Studies showed that the kV CBCT image-guided IMRT could improve the accuracy of setup errors for NPC. Dionisi et al\textsuperscript{15} took an analysis of local positioning error of 44 patients with head and neck cancer patients with CBCT, and they found that PTV margins were 3.48 mm, 4.08 mm, and 4.33 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions, respectively, before correction. After online correction, PTV margins were <2.5 mm in all directions. It showed that a margin of 5 mm was safe in their treatment center, which also illustrated that it was effective to use kV CBCT to evaluate the accuracy of setup errors in patients with head and neck cancer.

As per our discussion, CBCT guidance is an effective modality to improve and evaluate the accuracy of IMRT for NPC patients. So far, few studies about different setup errors on different registration in patients with NPC treated with IMRT were reported.\textsuperscript{15,16} Given the importance of determining the setup errors and appropriate PTV expansion for IMRT in NPC patients, we obtained setup errors of different parts of registration, as well as the systematic and random interfractio of position errors using kV CBCT, from 30 patients with NPC. Next, we evaluated the rationality of clinical target volume (CTV)–PTV margins in our patients and determined the appropriate margin for the CTV to PTV expansion.

**Materials and methods**

**Patient characteristics**

We conducted a prospective study on setup measurement error of 30 consecutive NPC patients who were newly diagnosed in our hospital. There were 22 males and 8 females with an average age of 45 years (45±11 years). All patients with NPC were diagnosed pathologically with poorly differentiated squamous cell carcinoma. Eligible patients for this study included individuals without distant-metastatic NPC,
no other dysfunction, and no <80 for Karnofsky performance status. Initial evaluation included complete patient history, physical examination, hematology and biochemistry profiles, fiberoptic nasopharyngoscopy, chest radiography, neck and nasopharynx CT and magnetic resonance imaging, abdominal sonography, and whole body bone scan using single photon emission computed tomography. All patients were staged according to 2008 nasopharyngeal carcinoma staging system in the People’s Republic of China. The authors advise that the Institutional Review Board of Xiangya Hospital deemed ethics approval was not necessary for this study, because CBCT is a generally accepted therapy to reduce setup errors for NPC patients treated with IMRT, and it does not violate ethics. Informed consent was obtained from each patient.

Radiotherapy techniques
Patients were immobilized in the supine position with EFFICAST head and shoulder thermoplastic immobilization system (MED-TEC Industries, USA), and imaging was performed on a Siemens Plus4 Spiral CT simulator for 3 mm slice thicknesses. The scan started from the vertex to manubriosternal joint. The CT datasets were transferred to the Varian Eclipse treatment planning system through DICOM network.

Target delineation and treatment planning
The target delineation in NPC patients was contoured on the axial slices of the planning CT scan by one oncologist and approved by another oncologist. According to the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements reports 50 and 62, the primary gross volume (GTVnx) and the involved lymph nodes (GTVnd) were delineated as all known gross lesions shown in the enhanced CT images and/or magnetic resonance imaging images. CTV1 was defined as the high-risk regions surrounding the primary tumor and all the neck nodes at high risk, while CTV2 was defined as the low-risk node region below the CTV1. The PTVs and planning OAR volumes were generated by adding a 3-mm margin to the respective CTVs and corresponding structures such as the bilateral parotids, spinal cord, and brainstem.

All the IMRT plans were created on the Varian Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Industries, USA) using nine coplanar beams with 6 MV photons. And the prescribed dose was 71.94–73.92 Gy in 33 fractions delivered to GTVnx and 69.96 Gy in 33 fractions delivered to GTVnd, while PTV1 received 60.06–64.35 Gy in 33 fractions and PTV2 received 50.96–56.18 Gy in 28 fractions. Doses of OARs were subject to the following restrictions: brain stem, 54 Gy, spinal cord, 45 Gy, and at least 50% of the parotids, 30–35 Gy. All patients were treated with one fraction daily for 5 days per week. Treatment was delivered on a 6-MV linear accelerator once the physician and physicist have approved the treatment planning together.

Image-guided radiotherapy procedure
Setup and CBCT guidance protocol
The kV CBCT images were obtained on a weekly basis after conventional positioning by aligning the in-room lasers with the marks on the thermoplastic masks. The pretreatment kV CBCT scan was acquired using the VARIAN On-board Imaging Systems linear accelerator equipped with kV imaging capabilities (VARIAN On-board Imaging Systems, USA), using the following parameters: kVp, 100 kV; nominal milliamperes per frame, 10 mA; nominal milliseconds, 10 ms; kV collimator, s20; kV filter, f0; approximate frames, 361; and total angle, 200. Images were then obtained by using 3D/3D Match pattern. The parameters were as follows: diameter and length of the scan field of view of head and neck, 18 cm and 14 cm; mage reconstruction matrix, 512×512; and reconstruction slice thickness, 3 mm. During the course of the treatment, each patient underwent a weekly kV CBCT scanning before radiotherapy. Setup corrections were made before treatment if the translational setup error was greater than 3 mm in any direction. In total, we obtained 201 images in this study.

CBCT image registration
We analyzed all the acquired images online using VARIAN On-board Imaging Systems software to register the CBCT scan to the planning CT scan by automatic bone matching with combination automatic registration and manual fine-tuning method for image registration. Different bony landmarks represent different regions: nasal septum and pterygoid process represents head, cervical vertebrae 1–3 represent upper neck, and cervical vertebrae 4–6 represent lower neck (Figures 1–3). We compared the setup deviation of kV CBCT image and CT image registration collected in different regions and recorded the figures of setup errors of three translational directions such as RL, SI, and AP directions. Then we compared the differences among the three different regions (head, upper neck, lower neck) of image registration results.

Statistical analysis and determination of PTV margins
The data were analyzed with SPSS software, version 19.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). According to the Stroom definition of the error estimation method: the mean...
value of each patient’s position error is individual systematic errors, and the standard deviation (SD) of each patient’s position error is individual random errors; while group systematic errors (Σ) is the SD of the individual systematic errors, and random errors (σ) is the SD of the individual random errors. Setup errors can be expressed by the systematic errors ± random errors (Figure 4). We used one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to analyze the difference of setup errors among head, upper neck, and lower neck prior to corrections or treatment. We carried out the ANOVA or Kruskal–Wallis H-test, then used Nemenyi test to make multiple comparison among head, upper neck, and lower neck. Differences were considered statistically significant when P<0.05. According to the classical van-Herk formula MPTV = 2.5Σ + 0.7σ, we estimated the ideal CTV-to-PTV margins (MPTV).

Results
The measurement results of setup errors and PTV margins
A total of 201 position verification scans were acquired and analyzed. For the translational shifts, we use these images to compare with the corresponding planning CT and measure the deviation of bone reference points in RL, SI, and AP directions. The results were as follows: 1) the deviation of bony reference points in the head were in the range of 0–3 mm in RL and AP directions, while 0–4 mm in SI direction; the frequencies of setup errors >3 mm in SI direction were 2 (0.5%). 2) The deviation of bony reference points in the upper neck were in the range of 0–5 mm, 0–4 mm, and 0–6 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions, respectively; the frequencies of setup errors >3 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions were 8 (1.3%), 3 (0.5%), and 56 (6.0%), respectively. 3) The deviation of bony reference points in the lower neck were in the range of 0–6 mm, 0–4 mm, and 0–9 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions, respectively; the frequencies of setup errors >3 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions were 56 (9.3%), 3 (0.5%), and 153 (25.4%), respectively (Table 1). According to the Stroom definition of the error estimation method, we could come to a conclusion that the group systematic errors and random errors were 0.708 mm and 1.407 mm in RL direction, respectively; the group systematic errors and random errors were 0.433 mm and 0.189 mm in SI direction, respectively; and the group systematic errors and random errors were 0.896 mm and 0.504 mm in AP direction, respectively (Table 2). According to the classical van-Herk formula MPTV = 2.5Σ + 0.7σ, we figured out the ideal PTV
Figure 3 Image registration by automatic bone matching and manual fine-tuning method in lower neck.

Notes: (A) The cross section, coronal plane, and sagittal plane in an NPC patient's planning CT, and we use 4–6 cervical vertebrae as a bony landmark for automatic bone matching and manual fine-tuning method (the yellow frame represents registration area); (B) the cross section of lower neck in planning CT image; (C) the cross section of lower neck in cone-beam CT image; (D) a typical fusion image with planning CT. The areas circled in red indicate the involved lymph nodes (GTVnd).

Abbreviations: NPC, nasopharyngeal carcinoma; CT, computed tomography.

Figure 4 Setup errors of 30 patients in the (A) right–left direction; (B) superior–inferior direction, and (C) anterior–posterior direction (the mean ± SD).

Abbreviations: RL, right–left; SI, superior–inferior; AP, anterior–posterior; SD, standard deviation.
margins (MPTV) based on the setup errors. Considering the setup errors and the accuracy of deliver radiation doses to the targets and their surrounding normal structures, margins of 2.788 mm, 1.215 mm, and 2.593 mm were required in the RL, SI, and AP directions, respectively (Table 2).

ANOVA of setup errors in different parts
We treated nasal septum and pterygoid process as head, cervical vertebral 1–3 as upper neck, and cervical vertebral 4–6 as lower neck. We first used one-way ANOVA to compare the setup errors among head, upper neck, and lower neck in RL, SI, and AP directions. We came to the conclusion that the setup errors among head, upper neck, and lower neck in SI directions were with homogeneity ($P>0.05$); hence, we should conduct the ANOVA; the setup errors with head, upper neck, and lower neck in RL and AP directions were not with homogeneity ($P<0.05$), so we could use Kruskal–Wallis $H$-test. The results were shown in Table 2. In RL and AP directions, the setup errors had statistical significance among head, upper neck, and lower neck ($P=0.000$), and the setup errors were not all the same; in SI direction, no statistical significance of setup errors were found among head, upper neck, and lower neck ($P=0.982$) (Table 3).

Then we use Nemenyi test to take multiple comparison among head, upper neck, and lower neck in all the 30 NPC patients in RL and AP directions. The setup errors in RL and AP directions both had statistical significance in the multiple comparisons among these three regions of interest (ROIs). The setup errors in lower neck were the greatest, and the setup errors in upper neck were greater than those in the head.

### Discussion

The dose distribution of IMRT in NPC patients is completely based on the volume data of pretreatment CT, which just present the anatomical structure of the patients at this moment, but it does not take into account the daily changes in patients with target volumes, OARs, and the anatomical location. The steep dose gradient between the structures may mean that this will increase the risk of lower dose in primary tumor and overdose to adjacent normal structure. The setup errors have a large impact on IMRT plan due to its sharp dose gradient. When the setup errors exist, even a very small deviation of isodose shift may cause significantly decreased doses to target volumes and increase doses to OARs during the long course of IMRT treatment. So that the targets do not have enough dose irradiation, which leads to local recurrence of tumor, and the overdose irradiation to normal tissue increases the complications significantly. During the course of IMRT, treatment accuracy may decrease with time due to tumor regression or changes of target position and anatomical structure. All of these uncertain factors will affect the actual irradiation dose distribution of planning targets. Because the motion range of anatomical areas in everyone is different, monitoring the motion range and motion rule personally, guiding radiotherapy planning according to their change, reducing setup errors, and ensuring accurate implementation of radiotherapy have a very important meaning for every NPC patient, which also become the research priorities for physicists, physicists, and technicians in the present RT field. Hence, to take full advantage of IMRT, image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) becomes an important means for radiotherapy. IGRT is a new radiotherapy technology after 3D-CRT and IMRT; it combines RT machine and imaging equipment, collects images and other signals in fractionated...

### Table 1
The translational shifts $>3$ mm in RL, SI, and AP directions of head, upper neck, and lower neck

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interfraction $&gt;3$ mm (n)</th>
<th>RL</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper neck</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower neck</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data in parentheses are percentages.

Abbreviations: RL, right–left; SI, superior–inferior; AP, anterior–posterior.

### Table 2
Summary of interfraction translational error (mm) in each dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RL</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>1.335</td>
<td>1.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma$</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>1.407</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTV</td>
<td>2.788</td>
<td>1.215</td>
<td>2.593</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: M, mean of all patients’ mean; SD, standard deviation; $\Sigma$, systematic setup uncertainty; $\sigma$, random setup uncertainty; RL, right–left; SI, superior–inferior; AP, anterior–posterior; MPTV, PTV margins.

### Table 3
Analysis of variance of setup errors in different parts in RL, SI, and AP directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Upper neck*</th>
<th>Lower neck*</th>
<th>F/X2</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>0.856±0.729</td>
<td>1.170±0.955</td>
<td>1.608±1.195</td>
<td>0.0982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>1.373±0.802</td>
<td>1.383±0.816</td>
<td>1.340±0.817</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>0.893±0.797</td>
<td>1.279±1.155</td>
<td>2.347±1.878</td>
<td>0.2108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Analysis of variance; $^a$Kruskal–Wallis $H$-test. *Data presented as mean ± SD.

Abbreviations: RL, right–left; SI, superior–inferior; AP, anterior–posterior.
radiotherapy and treatment, and then guides the treatment and follow-up treatment.22

There are few reports about the difference of setup errors between head and neck during the course of kV CBCT-guided IMRT for NPC patients. Due to the universality of neck lymph node metastasis in patients with NPC, the neck region is one of the most important radiation regions. Any deformation or movement of the neck is closely related with dose distribution to brain stem, spinal cord, and other surrounding structures. Therefore, we should pay full attention to the setup errors of the neck, and it is also very important to notice the difference of setup errors between head and neck.

Ove et al23 reported that when using rail CT to perform position verification, low neck cervical spine point was displaced an average of 3.08 ± 0.17 mm anteriorly, and there was no systematic lateral or craniocaudal displacement. The SD of random setup errors was 3.3 mm, 2.6 mm, and 3.9 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions in low neck, respectively. Results show that the varied change of low neck position was excess of the planning margins. There was a systematic anterior displacement in the lower cervical neck, and the random setup errors were larger than expected. So we should delineate a larger planning boundary in the neck area.

van Kranen et al24 took a regular CBCT scan in 38 cases of head and neck cancer patients to quantify local geometrical uncertainties in anatomical subregions for offline patient setup correction. By local rigid registration to successive CBCT scans, the local setup accuracy of each ROI was determined and compared with the overall setup error assessed with the large ROI. They found that local setup errors were larger than the overall setup error during the treatment, ranging from 1.1 mm to 3.4 mm (systematic) and 1.3 mm to 2.5 mm (random). These data are consistent with Polat et al25 who pointed out that local setup errors were large, so the current PTV may not be sufficient to account for these uncertainties; therefore they proposed registration of multiple ROIs to drive correction protocols and adaptive radiotherapy to reduce the impact of local setup variations.

Zhang et al26 took an analysis of 3D setup uncertainties for multiple ROIs in head and neck region. Three separate bony ROIs were defined: C2 and C6 vertebral bodies and the palatine process of the maxilla. They used a CT-on-rails system to take in-room CT scans for 14 patients and found that noticeable differences ~2–6 mm existed between any two ROIs, indicating the flexibility and/or rotational effect in the head and neck region. The neck region (C6) had the largest RL shifts. This is also consistent with the conclusion that the lower neck had larger setup errors. Their study concluded that there is variability in setup corrections for different regions of head and neck anatomy. So we should consider these relative positional variations when making setup corrections or designing treatment margins. From these studies, we can make the conclusion that we should not treat the setup errors of head as consistent with neck, and we should not take a uniform external expansion for CTV to PTV. We should formulate the corresponding reasonable expansion spacing, or use a more advanced technology to reduce the setup errors.

There are several reasons that may cause greater errors in the neck setup than in the head setup: 1) patients with oral mucositis during radiotherapy lose appetite, which leads to weight loss, and the size of the neck is more likely to become smaller because there is more subcutaneous adipose tissue in the neck. 2) The neck diameter is reduced after the huge cervical lymph nodes are significantly reduced during radiotherapy. 3) Because of these reasons, the mask becomes loose, which makes the neck move more in the RL direction than the AP direction. 4) There appears to be different degrees of radioactive dermatitis in the neck during the late course of radiotherapy, and so when in contact with the head and shoulder mask, the patient will nonautonomically move the body because of pain, which will cause the change of position.

The difference of setup errors of head and neck for NPC with IMRT has important clinical significance: 1) with application of IGRT combined with IMRT, we could monitor changes in patients daily or weekly, find errors timely, and make an online correction. 2) The neck is more flexible than the head, which calls for it to be better fixed to further reduce setup errors during radiotherapy for patients with head and neck cancer.27 3) The shrinking of cervical lymph node can cause a dramatic change of the contour, so we can modify the target area and adjust the treatment plan to reduce the risk of overdosage to spinal cord and skin. 4) We should take an active prevention and treatment of oral mucositis during the treatment, patients should be encouraged to eat or take parenteral nutrition to maintain body weight. 5) We should pay full attention to radioactive dermatitis and reduce the head and neck motion caused by discomfort during the treatment, and we should temporarily stop the radiotherapy in severe lesions. 6) Each radiotherapy unit should determine the CTV-to-PTV margin according to the actual situation. We should distinguish the head and neck to provide accurate expanding boundary value to patients during radiotherapy.
In our study, we use kV CBCT-guided IMRT from 30 NPC patients. The CBCT scans were registered to the planning CT to determine the difference of setup errors on head, upper neck, and lower neck. Then we make a multiple comparison between these three different registration sites. From our data, we also got the setup errors in RL, SI, and AP directions. As van Kranen et al pointed out that head and neck cancer patients have considerable local setup variations, exceeding overall patient setup uncertainty in an offline correction protocol. Therefore, we propose registration of multiple ROIs to drive correction protocols, which allowed us to evaluate the proper PTV margin. Overall, our results were comparable with the previous research. There are also some shortcomings in our study. We did not take a daily CBCT for every patient because of different economic situations of every patient and hospital resource utilization. Our study suggest that a PTV margin of 3.0 mm, 1.3 mm, and 2.6 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions for NPC patients is acceptable when weekly CBCT was used. We should draw such a conclusion carefully since all patients in our research were treated with a uniform nonreduced PTV margin. Further investigation should focus on the impact of weekly CBCT with a reduction PTV margin on clinical outcomes.

Thus, we could use CBCT to take repeated scanning during IMRT in NPC patients to find different setup errors between head and neck, because of the difference of patients, hospital devices, technologies, and other aspects, we should analyze the data according to the actual circumstances of each treatment center.

Conclusion

There are setup errors in RL, SI, and AP directions of NPC patients undergoing IMRT. Patient’s setup errors of neck are greater than the head during the course of radiotherapy. From this study, we recommend a PTV margin of 3.0 mm, 1.3 mm, and 2.6 mm in RL, SI, and AP directions for NPC patients undergoing IMRT in our institution. Repeat CT scan and re-planning should be necessary during the course of the treatment.
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